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"In-Between" is a choreographic work that displays the conceptual
being of limbo. A state of being between states. Often times we find
ourselves in situations that cause us to go completely numb, as we are
neither sad nor happy.

Our depiction of “In-Between” comes from our seemingly abrupt end
to one journey and the overwhelming start of another, as we transition
out of university into the professional sphere. Therefore, “In-Between”
aims to question our reality, existence, our present, past and destiny. Is
it one we create or has one already been created for us?
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Directors & Choreographers

Naheesha Heydricks is a choreographer
and dancer. She also sketches and does
fashion designing. Throughout the years
she has developed her own style of dance
and wishes to bring it to the community.
She aspires to create her own work and
grow within her evolution in dance.

Cassidy Phillips is a trained dancer and
choreographer. She has dance
training in Ballet, Contemporary,
African-Contemporary, Hip-Hop and
Tap Dance. She currently teaches
contemporary dance and fitness at her
dance studio, Creative Works Dance
Studio.

Cassidy Van Rooyen is a 3rd -year
choreography student who aspires to be
every facet of her artistic self. Cassidy is
trained in Ballet, Contemporary, African,
and Hip-Hop and never sits in her comfort
technique styles. Her movement styles,
dance aesthetics and dance philosophies 
are influenced by Merce Cunningham and
Isadora Duncan.

Mike Galeboe is  a final year
choreography major at UCT. Mike is
currently a part of and training with Elite
Movement, ORIOZ, and APEX Dance Crew.
An amalgamation of these street dance
crews and his formal training fostered a
unique movement and choreographic
lens for Mike to explore and engage in.


